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Savage Worlds campaign setting by Eric Lamoureux and Damian Hupfeld, inspired by Gary Gygax's
dark, psychological and sensual world of Savage Worlds. War of the Dead has been successfully

Kickstarted and is currently being distributed through Fantasy Grounds, the RPG community's most
popular subscription-based platform. Now, with all the content complete, we want to bring this game

to the Savage Worlds community! This conversion is now available for Free to EVERYONE through
DriveThruRPG.com As always, if you would like to show your support and help us spread the word
about this project, please leave a review at DriveThruRPG.com The world of Savage Worlds has

become infected. Now, it's up to the survivors to repel the new wave of flesh eating ghouls roaming
the countryside and infecting the survivors with their own vile, cadaverous form. Welcome to the

War of the Dead! Players: At the initial “kick-off” meeting, the players will choose 3 of the 4 original
characters from the Savage Worlds core rulebook (3 from each chapter). You may choose the

character you wish to use for your “human” character as long as he has a maximum dexterity of 17
in the Savage Worlds core rulebook and is an adult. Beginners: Beginners should be the ones that

have never played a Savage Worlds Campaign before. Chapter 1: The Zombie Infestation Chapter 2:
Richter's Revenge Chapter 3: Voyage of the Pinnacle Chapter 4: The River Styx Hosts: Any place can
host a campaign. Hosts need not be complete towns. Small, specialized venues like family reunions,
churches, costume parties, pirate ship battles, small towns, and even barns may become hosts with
some set-up. The only requirements are that the venue is suitable for “normal” people and that the
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setting can be effectively used as a gaming setting. Environments: Once the Host has been created,
an Environment needs to be created for that Host to play in. An Environment consists of one or more

Maps, one or more NPCs, custom background details, and one or more Decks with Locations.
Background: There is a detailed guidance found in the Savage Worlds Fantasy Companion including
setting and campaign creation. Saving Throws: The game uses a d20 and d6 stat system for saving

throws. Time and Distance: Though time is not the actual setting mechanic,
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Features Key:

Fantasy Grounds - War Of The Dead Chapter 1 For Savage
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Tired of living in a world overrun by ghouls, the people of Pinnacle are embarking on a high-end
vacation cruise to take a break from the daily grind of living among the undead. But what they don't

expect is the daily zombie invasion onboard the cruise ship they're about to take. When the living
dead overwhelm the crew and open fire on the passengers, it's a fight for survival that'll either leave
you dead or turning to the Living Dead yourself before you can take another step. War of the Dead
Campaign Setting with it's 4 Chapters: Part 1 - Boarding Pinnacle Adventure #1 - Fight the Living
Dead Adventure #2 - Attack the Port Adventure #3 - Sail Across the Dead Adventure #4 - History

Lesson Boarding Pinnacle - Onboard the Pinnacle cruise ship: The setting begins on board the
maiden voyage of the Pinnacle cruise ship as the characters board the ship through the Emergency
Access ramp. After boarding the ship, the party takes some time to get their bearings on board, set

up a base of operations and set things to rights in the ship's boarding area. Crew members then
begin setting up their station and organizing the dinner. After dinner the Characters begin to try to

make their way to their cabin on board. The Sea of Dead: The zombie invasion is in full swing and the
area is overrun with the ever-growing zombie horde. Sailors and crew are now the prey, and the
zombies are only allowed to follow certain rules, such as they can only follow the crew or crew

members. After a few minutes of observing the zombies and identifying the rules, the party decides
they want to become crew members, and are given their crew outfits. Attack on the Port: Now known
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as the living dead, the crews of the ship have been reclassified as air-raid wardens, and are under
orders to prevent anyone boarding or leaving the ship. The key to this lies in air-raid drills and
identifying who is on-board which will determine the success of the drill and the ship's defense.

Sailing Across the Dead: While the characters were investigating the situation aboard the cruise ship,
the zombies have reached the main deck of the ship. The character's are forced to act quickly as the
living dead are growing more of more every second. History Lesson: Arriving at the location where
history was being held aboard the ship the characters learned about the living dead. They learned

how to defend themselves d41b202975
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Recommended with this Game Game Description Where were you, the day the Earth died?An
unexplained cataclysm is infecting the world. Millions are dying and rising as flesh-consuming

ghouls. Entire cities are roaming graveyards, and even the countryside is overrun with creatures in
search of living flesh. Those remaining are banding together for survival, some seeking safety in

numbers and others seeking to use their numbers to overpower and dominate the weak. It's a war
for survival. A...... War of the Dead! War of the Dead brings the zombie apocalypse to the award
winning Savage Worlds role-playing game. Broken down into 4 chapters of 13 adventures each,

Chapter One begins aboard the maiden voyage of the Pinnacle cruise ship as the group first
encounters the Living Dead. Unfortunately for the characters, having 3,000 people in such a confined
space enables the Living Dead to spread quickly, and before they know it-they're forced into a battle
of pure survival against a cruise ship overrun with zombies. But the cruise ship is just the beginning

of their problems. Once they make it back to land, they'll discover a world overrun by the Living
Dead. A world where once normal people are committing unspeakable acts just for survival. Soon,
the new order becomes obvious: their real battle isn't against the flesh-eating ghouls, but against
their fellow man. This product includes the 13th adventure for Chapter One. This product is token
module containing tokens for use with the Fantasy Ground virtual tabletop. Upon activating the

module, the tokens will appear in your Token box for use throughout your game. Highlights for this
Fantasy Grounds conversion are: Setting information split into a player and GM guide including

setting rules, the living dead information, new edges and hindrances and a bestiary. The first chapter
of the War of the Dead campaign with it's thirteen episodes full of zombie horror survival action. 10
pre-generated characters with portraits. Over 230 tokens for NPCs, living dead, pcs, beasts, props
and vehicles. A new theme to help immerse you in the setting and overrides the combat tracker to

account for the living dead's Slow ability. And 30 maps currently exclusive to Fantasy Grounds drawn
by Morne Schaap. All encounters have been pinned to the maps and everything organized to make

the GM's job easy. Requires: A Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license and the Savage Worlds

What's new in Fantasy Grounds - War Of The Dead Chapter 1
For Savage Worlds:

Definitive Edition Chapter 1: A Fever Dream Anne d’Ausny was
in her hotel room when her thoughts turned to the effects of

the zombie drug on her mother. She remembered that she had
tried to get Dr. Chavez, the Medical Examiner of Denton County,

Texas, to visit them, but Dr. Chavez needed to conduct an
autopsy on her mother anyway. After listening to a Doctor,

Anne found himself a little off his patch. Dr. Chavez had told
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her that there was no cure for Madness, the disease it caused,
but he had given her some information on the epidemic. The

zombie drugs had been sold by Soliva Lee, and they were
dangerous substances that could cause a human being to lose
all their inhibitions. When a zombie ingested these drugs, the

victim not only became violent, but turned on anyone they
came into contact with. Anne had injected herself with

antipsychotic medication to counteract the effects of the
zombie drug on her mother. Despite how she felt, Anne was

scared for her mother, but knew that the medicine was going to
keep them safe. However, Dr. Chavez had also told her that the

disease would eventually overtake her mother's mind. Dr.
Chavez had told Anne that Zombine was the brain of a zombie

and was what turned humans insane. He speculated that it
might have been in the TV commercial they showed before they
went outside to take the drugs. But she knew in her heart that
TV commercials did not cause zombies. They were born of the

blood of the undead and sustained by human flesh. The undead
halfbloods were feeding on the dead human flesh of Denton.
They were coming to get them all, to terrorize them and then
turn them into zombies. The man who took her is infected, so

are his friends. She did nothing to help them, and now because
of her negligence, she is going to be a victim of their zombie
drug. The zombies in Zombie Defense are the zombies in her

mother's brain and if she's bitten she is next. Anne had asked,
"If you went outside in a city, and someone told you there were
zombies around, what would you do?" Dr. Chavez said, "I would
shoot them, and then turn to kill them before they killed me."

In the spirit of Dr. Chavez's good advice, Anne pointed her
father's.38 pistol at the door. In the nick of time, her baby

brother burst into the room.
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How To Install and Crack Fantasy Grounds - War Of The Dead
Chapter 1 For Savage Worlds:

Unpack the archive you downloaded to your hard drive
Execute the file "setup.bat"

When prompted select ""Run & Choose""
Wait for the installation to complete (not an issue)

If the installation button appears again click ""Run & Choose""
Click "OK"

Restart in order to load the program

Read Game Files Instructions:

Delete both folders "APAShared" and "APACLIPShared" that are
created in the folder you have just unzipped
Copy the file "Script.txt" and paste it in
"APACLIPShared\Working" folder
Create new folder "GO_WOLF" in "APACLIPShared\Working"
folder
Copy the folder
"APACLIPShared\Working\archive\Content\plugin\10\addon_fant
asy_grounds_wolf\bin_type\plugins\" and paste it in
"APACLIPShared\Working\archive\Content\plugin\10\"
Replace the "addon_fantasy_grounds_wolf.zip" with
"addon_fantasy_grounds_wolf_cracked.zip" file you have just
created

Legends of the Old West/Live Action role-playing Fantasy Grounds Modules -
Savage Worlds compatible
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